Software Engineer – Intern

20-40 hours a week

Paid

xAD’s technology provides industry leading Ad server and Ad management technology for mobile platforms. We seek an intern to join our company. Our teams are constantly learning and developing our knowledge base. If you are energetic, possess and innovative spirit and thrive in a fast-paced environment where you will see the value of your work, then we have an excellent opportunity for you.

Responsibilities

• Work as part of the team to develop server side products and features.
• Conduct system tests.
• Troubleshoot and provide support for customer issues
• Participate in code reviews.
• Create documentation.

Requirements

• You have studied Java/C++/Scala and have some project successes to share.
• You have knowledge of internet protocols and paradigms (HTTP, REST, etc.).
• You have an understanding of asynchronous, event driven programming paradigms.
• You have good communication skills and the ability to work with distributed teams.

You have a degree in Computer Science or a relevant technical arena.

Degree in Computer Science

Email Disruptive@xad.com or Apply on xad.com

Apply by 05/01/2014